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Future directions

Although this report comes in the middle of the allotted time for development, we agree that a project as open-

ended as this one admits many possibilities for future development. Accordingly we will discuss several aspects

which we feel are not likely to appear in the finished system, despite being valuable options for expansion.

Speech

During the design phase we considered methods of extracting indexable data from voice media such as audio

conversations or recordings made by a notetaker, concentrating on ways in which such data could be indexed

without metadata being explicitly added to the entry by the user. We identified requirements which would be

necessary of a system implementing voice data as a source: notably, the recognition subsystem employed should

be able to perform at a reasonable level of accuracy without first being trained with a particular user. Such engines,

which are employed in systems such as automated telephone services, perform best when the vocabulary is small

(and fixed). In the context of our project, we surmised that we would have to maintain a small number of keywords

which are likely to identify the topic of a conversation, and train the recognition subsystem to recognise this small

subset of keywords in the audio stream.

We chose not to pursue this any further in our current system, since voice chat is not as common a means of

communication in ViSLAB as the other major sources, although we recognise that this is a possible enhancement

which may be justified in future.

Learning techniques

One of the major issues with techniques such as the RDF-based system mentioned here Big

Brother/Literature/Semantic Blogging involves the fact that metadata generally has to be attached manually by the

user. Being an extra burden placed upon the user, it is likely that tags will often be missing, uninformative or not

detailed enough to enable queries of interest.

One way to counterbalance this burden is to use more intelligent methods to extract metadata from a document.

These are not limited to named entity recognition for identifying dates and participants, classification techniques for

grouping and categorising documents based on their content, and using bootstrapping techniques to grow sets of

keywords associated with a given category of documents by adding other keywords which are found to collocate

with high frequency.

Intelligent techniques can fill deficiencies in any metadata provided by the user or directly extracted from a data

source, and allow better results to be returned from queries.
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